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Finite Element Methods for Maxwell’s Equations
Peter Monk and Yangwen Zhang
Abstract. We survey finite element methods for approximating the time har-
monic Maxwell equations. We concentrate on comparing error estimates for
problems with spatially varying coefficients. For the conforming edge finite
element methods, such estimates allow, at least, piecewise smooth coefficients.
But for Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods, the state of the art of error
analysis is less advanced (we consider three DG families of methods: Inte-
rior Penalty type, Hybridizable DG, and Trefftz type methods). Nevertheless,
DG methods offer significant potential advantages compared to conforming
methods.
1. Introduction
Maxwell’s equations govern the propagation of electromagnetic waves, and so
applications are widespread in science and technology. When the material through
which the waves propagate is inhomogeneous (i.e. has spatially varying electromag-
netic parameters) or is anisotropic, it is common to discretize the Maxwell system
directly (rather than via integral equations). In this paper we shall survey finite
element methods for approximating the solution of frequency domain (or time-
harmonic) electromagnetic wave propagation. The main emphasis of the paper is
on discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods, but we shall first recall a brief history
of conforming methods and mention the important input that mathematics has
provided in their development.
An obvious question is: Why use DG methods? The general answer is flex-
ibility. It is easy to change the local discretization spaces (for example, polyno-
mial degree) from element to element, and typically hanging nodes are permissible.
More recently, the ability to use general polyhedral mesh elements has emerged
as an attractive feature [16]. Other attractive features of DG methods include
their element-wise conservation properties. Especially, comparing with H(curl; Ω)-
conforming edge element methods, it is much easier to implement a DG method
when using hp-adaptivity for Maxwell’s equations.
The usual objection to DG methods is that, for a given mesh and polyno-
mial degree, they have more degrees of freedom than conforming methods. But
this problem can be ameliorated by using a hybridizable DG method, or a Trefftz
method.
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2 PETER MONK AND YANGWEN ZHANG
We shall only consider the simplest boundary value problem for Maxwell’s equa-
tions. To describe this problem, let Ω ⊂ R3 denote a bounded connected Lipschitz
polyhedral domain with connected boundary Γ ∶= ∂Ω, and let ν denote the unit
outward normal. We suppose that the material in Ω has relative magnetic perme-
ability µr = 1 (i.e. magnetic effects are absent), but that the relative permittivity
r is a function of position and for simplicity is piecewise in W
1,∞ (see [4]). In gen-
eral R(r) may be positive (for example in a dielectric) or negative (as for certain
metals like gold at optical frequencies). However the conductivity I(r) ≥ 0 and
I(r) > 0 when R(r) < 0. For simplicity we shall assume R(r) is strictly posi-
tive in accordance with most of the papers we shall reference (where it is assumed
that the wavelength is such that metals can be modelled as impenetrable regions).
When R(r) < 0 and I(r) > 0, error estimates are usually a simple matter. This
is not true if R(r) < 0 and I(r) = 0, and for sign changing coefficients with zero
conductivity, see for example [10].
In our upcoming discussion vector quantities or spaces of vector functions will
be in bold typeface.
Suppose the electromagnetic field has angular frequency ω. We define the wave
number κ = ω/c where c is the speed of light in vacuum. Then the electric field E
satisfies the following Maxwell system written in second order form:∇×∇×E − κ2rE = F in Ω,(1.1a)
ν ×E = 0 on Γ ∶= ∂Ω.(1.1b)
Here F describes imposed currents, and for simplicity we shall assume F ∈ L2(Ω)
and ∇⋅F = 0. The boundary condition eq. (1.1b) is termed the perfect electrical
conductor or PEC boundary condition and is appropriate for metal at microwave
frequencies.
In order to write down variational formulations of eq. (1.1), we need some
notation. Let Λ ⊂ R3 denote a bounded Lipschitz domain. Then the standard
function space for analysing eq. (1.1) is
H(curl; Λ) ∶= {u ∈ L2(Λ) ∣ ∇×u ∈ L2(Λ)}
in the case when Λ = Ω. Taking into account the PEC boundary condition eq. (1.1b)
the appropriate subspace for the solution is
H0(curl; Λ) ∶= {u ∈H(curl; Λ) ∣ ν ×u = 0 on Γ},
with norm ∥u∥2curl,Λ = ∥∇×u∥2Λ + ∥u∥2Λ
where ∥ ⋅ ∥Λ denotes the L2 norm on Λ.
The main tool to derive variational formulations is the following integration by
parts identity
(1.2) ∫
Λ
∇×A ⋅B dV = ∫
Λ
A ⋅ ∇×B dV + ∫
∂Λ
ν ×A ⋅BT dA,
where BT = ν × (B ×ν). This identity is valid for functions A,B ∈H(curl; Λ) and
for Lipschitz domains [13, 39]. We also use the notation
(u,v)Λ ∶= ∫
Λ
u ⋅ v dV,
where the over-bar denotes complex conjugation.
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Proceeding formally we can derive a weak form for eq. (1.1) by multiplying the
first equation by the complex conjugate of a smooth test vector ξ ∈ C∞0 (Ω) and
using the integration by parts identity eq. (1.2) with Λ = Ω, to obtain
(1.3) ∫
Ω
∇×∇×E ⋅ ξ dV = ∫
Ω
∇×E ⋅ ∇×ξ dV + ∫
Γ
ν ×E ⋅ ξT dA,
where the boundary term vanishes because ξT vanishes on ∂Ω. Using this equality,
we derive the variational problem of finding E ∈H0(curl; Ω) such that
(1.4) (∇×E,∇×ξ)Ω − κ2(rE,ξ)Ω = (F ,ξ)Ω for all ξ ∈H0(curl; Ω).
The above problem (1.4) reveals two issues that complicate the analysis of
Maxwell’s equations:
(1) Only the curl of E appears in the derivative term in this equation. There
is no explicit control over the divergence. But we note that by choosing
ξ ∈H10(Ω) ∶= {u ∈ L2(Ω) ∣ ∇u ∈ L2(Ω) and u = 0 on Γ},
we have ∇ξ ∈H0(curl; Ω). Using ξ = ∇ξ in eq. (1.4) we obtain, using our
assumption that ∇⋅F = 0,
(1.5) (rE,∇ξ)Ω = 0 for all ξ ∈H10(Ω).
Thus ∇⋅(rE) = 0. This suggest that the correct space for the analysis of
eq. (1.4) is then
V ∶=H0(curl; Ω) ∩H(div0r ,Ω),
where
H(div0r ; Ω) ∶= {u ∈ L2(Ω) ∣ ∇⋅(ru) = 0 in Ω}.
Note that this implies that E generally has a discontinuous normal com-
ponent across surfaces where r is discontinuous.
(2) Even using V in place of H0(curl; Ω) in eq. (1.4), the sesquilinear form
on the left hand side of eq. (1.4) is not coercive. However, it does satisfy a
G˚arding inequality, and then the compact embedding of V into L2(Ω) [40]
shows that eq. (1.4) has a unique solution provided κ is not an eigenvalue
for the curl-curl operator [44]. We assume this restriction on κ from now
on.
For more information about the mathematical theory of Maxwell’s equations see [44,
39, 4].
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section we shall briefly
discuss conforming discretizations of Maxwell’s equations before turning to the
main subject of this paper: DG methods. There are many versions of DG methods,
and we have chosen just three examples to discuss here. In Section 3 we discuss one
of the first DG methods for Maxwell’s equations, the Interior Penalty Discontinuous
Galerkin Method (IPDG). We then move, in Section 4 to an alternative approach
that allows for new solution strategies, the Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin
(HDG) method, before continuing with a Trefftz type method, the Ultra Weak
Variational Formulation (UWVF) in Section 5. We end with some conclusions.
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2. Finite Elements and Maxwell’s Equations
In this section we shall discuss the standard conforming approximation to
Maxwell’s equations. The most direct approach would be to construct a conform-
ing approximation in V , but this brings certain dangers that we shall mention in
Section 2.1. Instead we prefer to work in H0(curl; Ω) (see Section 2.2).
Although discontinuous Galerkin methods can be used on rather general meshes,
we restrict ourselves in this paper to the simplest case, a tetrahedral mesh. Let{Th}h>0 denote a family of meshes of shape regular tetrahedra that cover Ω and
satisfy the usual finite element meshing constraints [22]. The parameter h denotes
the maximum diameter of the elements in Th.
2.1. Stabilized H1 elements. Let us suppose in this subsection that r is
constant. We could then define a finite element subspace of V of polynomials of
degree k by
V
(1)
h ∶= {u ∈ V ∣ u∣K ∈ P3k for all K ∈ Th},
where Pk denotes the space of polynomials of total degree at most k in three vari-
ables. If uh ∈ V (1)h , the requirement that uh ∈ V implies it must have a well
defined divergence and curl. This necessarily requires that uh is continuous and
hence V
(1)
h ⊂H1(Ω) (both normal and tangential components of the field must be
continuous across faces in the mesh). Thus we can construct V
(1)
h from three copies
of the standard scalar continuous piecewise k-degree finite element spaces. This is
a major practical attraction.
Imposition of the divergence free constraint suggests to modify eq. (1.4) to
include a penalty term for the divergence [30], so choosing γ > 0 we seek Eh ∈ V (1)h
such that
(2.1) (∇×Eh,∇×ξ)Ω + γ(∇⋅Eh,∇⋅ξ)Ω − κ2(rEh,ξ)Ω = (F ,ξ)Ω
for all ξ ∈ V (1)h .
Unfortunately this formulation has subtle problems that were finally under-
stood by Costabel and Dauge [25]: in domains with reentrant corners or edges this
method may produce discrete solutions that converge to a function that is not the
solution of Maxwell’s equations. In more detail, the above problem requires us to
consider convergence in the norm (recall that r is constant)∥u∥2
V
(1)
h
∶= ∥∇×u∥2Ω + ∥∇⋅u∥2Ω + ∥u∥2Ω.
Necessarily the solution Eh of (2.1) will have ∥Eh∥2
V
(1)
h
< ∞ and hence lie in the
space H ∶= {u ∈ H0(curl; Ω) ∣ ∥u∥V (1)
h
< ∞}. In a convex domain, H = V and
convergence to the true solution E will occur. But if Ω has reentrant corners
or edges then H is a closed subspace of V with infinite codimension [25]. Thus
there are solutions of eq. (1.1) that cannot be approximated by finite elements in
V
(1)
h ⊂H. Worse, in this bad case, the finite element solutions will converge as h
decreases, but to a function that does not solve Maxwell’s equations. Understanding
this subtle problem was a major contribution by mathematics to computational
electromagnetism.
Of course it is possible to “rehabilitate” continuous elements. Indeed Costabel
and Dauge [25] achieve this by weakening the divergence penalty term replacing
γ(∇⋅Eh,∇⋅ξ) by (γ˜∇⋅Eh,∇⋅ξ) where now γ˜ ≥ 0 is a position dependent weight
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function that tends to zero approaching a reentrant corner or edge in the right
way [25].
An alternative to using weighted spaces is instead to use negative norms of the
divergence to stabilize the system [9]. Another alternative approach is to supple-
ment the H1 approximation space using singular functions [5].
As we have seen, across surfaces where r is discontinuous, the normal com-
ponent of the electric field will generally also jump. So to handle discontinuous
r with H
1 elements it is necessary to break the continuity of the finite element
functions across material interfaces. Then suitable transmission conditions can be
imposed by Nitsche’s method [6] which is essentially the same as the IPDG method
discussed in Section 3.
2.2. Edge Elements. In the previous section we described the use of stan-
dard continuous piecewise polynomial finite elements, and outlined some of the
issues associated with them. While it has proved possible to obtain an appropri-
ate variational formulation, and make technical modifications to enable the use of
these elements even when r is discontinuous, some of the simplicity is lost. In this
subsection we describe the standard conforming finite element approach to approx-
imating the time harmonic Maxwell system but which drops the goal of working in
V and instead seeks conforming elements in the larger space H0(curl; Ω).
Finite elements in H(curl; Ω) date back to the work of Ne´de´lec [46, 47]. In
[46] he proposed a family of “first kind” elements that are obtained by augmenting
function in P3k−1 by some extra polynomials in P3k to give a conforming family of
elements in H(curl; Ω). The lowest order finite element space (when k = 1) is given
by
V
N11
h = {u ∈H0(curl; Ω) ∣ u∣K = aK + bK ×x for aK ,bK ∈ C3 and all K ∈ Th}
Functions of this type also appear in the work of Whitney [53], and so these elements
are sometimes called Whitney elements, Ne´de´lec elements or edge elements. This
family is likely the most commonly used choice of elements, although usually higher
order spaces are used in practice [44]. An important work on the mathematical
foundations of edge elements and the use of these elements for Maxwell’s equations
is due to Hiptmair [31], and for a different approach see [44].
Because of their relevance to discontinuous Galerkin methods, in this paper we
shall consider the second family of edge elements of degree k proposed by Ne´de´lec
in 1986 [47]:
V
N2k
h = {u ∈H0(curl; Ω) ∣ u∣K ∈ P3k and all K ∈ Th}.
This family differs from the first family by the addition of the gradients of certain
polynomials. The degrees of freedom (DOF) for this element are associated with
edges, faces and tetrahedra in the mesh. In particular, specification of the follow-
ing quantities uniquely determines a polynomial in P3k and globally guarantees a
conforming space [44]:
{∫
e
(u ⋅ τ )q ds for all q ∈ Pk(e) and all edges e of K},(2.2a)
{∫
F
uT ⋅ q dA for all q ∈Dk−1(F ) and all faces F of K},(2.2b)
{∫
K
u ⋅ q dV for all q ∈Dk−2(K)},(2.2c)
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where τ is a unit tangent vector to the edge e. The spaces Dk−1(F ) and Dk−2(K)
are defined using the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k (denoted P˜k)
as follows: Dk−1(F ) = (Pk−2(F ))2 ⊕ P˜k−1(F )x of vector functions tangential to F ,
and Dk−1(K) = (Pk−2(K))3 ⊕ P˜k−1(K)x (see [44]).
We remark that the DOFs in (2.2a) are associated with the edges of the mesh
and this accounts for the name “edge elements”. Although the DOFs defined in
eq. (2.2) implicitly define a basis for V
N2k
h they are not convenient (at least for
k > 2) and other basis functions more suited to implementation have been defined
(for example those in [54]).
Taken together, for any sufficiently smooth vector function u on Ω, the degrees
of freedom (2.2) define an interpolation operator rh such that rhu ∈ V N2kh . Un-
fortunately the interpolant is not defined for all functions in H0(curl; Ω) although
analogues of the Scott-Zhang interpolation operator have been derived [21].
We can now state the standard edge element discretization of Maxwell’s equa-
tions: we seek Eh ∈ V N2kh such that such that
(2.3) (∇×Eh,∇×ξ)Ω − κ2(rEh,ξ)Ω = (F ,ξ)Ω for all ξ ∈ V N2kh .
As we saw in the introduction, a key point for the variational formulation of
Maxwell’s equations in (1.4) is that the lower order term on the left hand side
controls the divergence of the solution. Edge elements mirror this at the discrete
level and contain a large space of gradients. Let
Sk+1h = {ph ∈H10(Ω) ∣ ph∣K ∈ Pk+1}
denote the space of continuous piecewise k+1 degree polynomials. Since ∇×(∇p) =
0, it is clear that ∇Sk+1h ⊂ V N2kh . Choosing ξ = ∇ph for any ph ∈ Sk+1h in eq. (2.3)
shows that −κ2(rEh,∇ph)Ω = 0.
Comparing to eq. (1.5), we say that rEh is discrete divergence free. We can also
write a discrete Helmholtz decomposition
(2.4) V
N2k
h = V˜ N2kh ⊕∇Sk+1h
where
V˜
N2k
h = {vh ∈ V N2kh ∣ (rvh,∇ph)Ω = 0 for all ph ∈ Sk+1h }.
Unfortunately functions in this space are not divergence free.
A key property of this space is discrete compactness. In particular, if {hn},
n = 1,⋯ with hn → 0 as n → ∞ and if un ∈ V˜ N2khn is bounded in H(curl; Ω),
then {un}∞n=1 contains a subsequence converging to u ∈ L2(Ω) and ∇⋅(ru) = 0.
This property was introduced by Kikuchi [38] to study eigenvalue problems, and is
central also to the study of the source problem. Boffi has shown that it is equivalent
to the Fortin condition from the theory of mixed methods [8, 7].
Even though functions in V˜
N2k
h are not divergence free, if r = 1, given wh ∈
V˜
N2k
h , and if we define Hwh ∈ V by requiring that ∇×Hwh = ∇×wh in Ω then
(2.5) ∥wh −Hwh∥Ω ≤ Chσ∥∇×wh∥Ω
for some σ > 0 depending on the domain Ω. Thus the discrete divergence free
function wh is close to a divergence free function. This verifies that the crucial
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GAP property of [12] is satisfied. Then applying the general theory developed by
Buffa in [12] gives the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1 (Theorem 3.7 [12]). Suppose that r is piecewise constant with
positive real part, and κ is not a Maxwell eigenvalue. Then for all h sufficiently
small there exists a unique solution Eh to eq. (2.3). In addition∥E −Eh∥curl,Ω ≤ C∥E − v∥curl,Ω
for any v ∈ V N2kh .
Buffa’s theory has been applied to more general scattering type problems, for
example, in [28].
We have already noted that ∇Sk+1h ⊂ V N2kh , but there is a deeper connection.
Using the following DOFs Pk+1 on an element K:
(1) vertex degrees: p(ai), 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, for the four vertices ai of K,
(2) edge degrees: { 1
length(e) ∫e p q ds for all q ∈ Pk−1(e), for all edges e of K} ,
(3) face degrees: { 1
area(f) ∫f p q dA for all q ∈ Pk−2(f), for all faces f of K},
(4) volume degrees:{ 1
volume(K) ∫K p q dV for all q ∈ Pk−3} ,
we can define an interpolation operator pih. Then for sufficiently smooth scalar
functions p ∇(pihp) = rh(∇p).
The recognition by Bossavit [11] (see also [31]) that this, and a similar equality
for H(curl; Ω) and H(div; Ω) interpolation, constitute a discrete de Rham com-
plex motivated in part the Finite Element Exterior Calculus of Arnold, Falk and
Winther [3, 2]. This has resulted, for example, in a much better understanding of
edge elements, new elements on pyramids [49], and a general theory for Laplace
type equations (i.e. involving the Hodge Laplacian).
3. Interior Penalty DG Methods
One of the first discontinuous Galerkin methods to be developed for Maxwell’s
equations followed the Interior Penalty Discontinuous Galerkin (IPDG) approach [1].
An early paper explicitly including control of the divergence [50] was soon super-
seded by improvements that do not require explicit divergence control. The version
we shall describe here is from [36].
To outline the derivation of the method, we apply eq. (1.2) to an element K in
the mesh and using eq. (1.1a) we obtain for any smooth vector function ξ on K
(3.1) (∇×E,∇×ξ)K − k2(rE,ξ)K − (F ,ξ)K + ∫
∂K
νK ×∇×E ⋅ ξT dA = 0,
where νK is the unit outward normal to K. To proceed, we will add the above
equality over all elements, and to do this we need more notation. If K+ and K−
meet at a face F we define the standard jump and average value of a piecewise
smooth vector function v taking values v+ on K+ and v− on K− by⟦v⟧ ∶= νK+ × v+ + νK− × v−, {{v}} = (v+ + v−)/2
For a face F ⊂ Γ, ⟦v⟧ = ν × v and {{v}} = v.
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Adding eq. (3.1) over all elements, and using the following “DG magic for-
mula” (see e.g. [26, 50])
∑
K
∫
∂K
νK×∇×E ⋅ξT dA = ∫FI ⟦∇×E⟧⋅{{ξ}}−{{∇×E}}⋅⟦ξ⟧dA+∫FB⟦∇×E⟧⋅{{ξ}} dA
where FI is the union of all interior faces of the mesh and FB is the union of
all boundary faces, using the PEC boundary condition and the continuity of the
tangential component of ∇×E across internal faces gives
(3.2) (∇×E,∇×ξ)Th − κ2(rE,ξ)Th − (F ,ξ)Th − ∫FI {{∇×E}} ⋅ ⟦ξ⟧dA = 0.
This identity is the basic result for writing down the upcoming IPDG method after
discretization.
To discretize the problem we introduce the space of discontinuous vector poly-
nomials of degree k
V IPh = {v ∈ L2(Ω) ∣ v∣K ∈ P3k for all K ∈ Th}.
Then using (3.2) we are led to the IPDG method proposed in [36]: find Eh ∈ V IPh
such that
(3.3) aIP (Eh,ξ) = ∫
K
F ⋅ ξ dV for all ξ ∈ V IPh
where
aIP (Eh,ξ) = (∇×Eh,∇×ξ)Th − k2(rEh,ξ)Th−∫FI ({{∇×Eh}} ⋅ ⟦ξ⟧ + {{∇×ξ}} ⋅ ⟦Eh⟧) dA + ∫FI αh ⟦Eh⟧ ⋅ ⟦ξ⟧dA.
Here, following the usual IPDG philosophy [1], we have added a symmetrizing (but
consistent) term and a term that penalizes the jumps across element faces. In
addition, α > 0 is a penalty parameter that must be chosen sufficiently large and
h(x) = hF for x ∈ F
where hF denotes the diameter of the face F .
From the definition of aIP (., .), the appropriate norm to measure the error in
the solution is the DG norm∥v∥2DG = ∥h−1/2⟦v⟧∥2FI + ∥v∥2Ω + ∑
K∈Th ∥∇×v∥2K .
Then under the condition that r is constant in Ω, the following theorem can be
shown:
Theorem 3.1 (Th. 3.2 of [36]). Assume that the true solution satisfies E ∈
Hs(Ω) and ∇×E ∈Hs(Ω) for some s > 1/2 and assume that the penalty parameter
is chosen sufficiently large. Then for all h small enough, there is a unique solution
to eq. (3.3). In addition the following error estimate holds:∥E −Eh∥DG ≤ Chmin(s,k) (∥E∥Hs(Ω) + ∥∇×E∥Hs(Ω))
While we won’t give full details (see [36]), the proof of this result proceeds
as follows. First, by using the definition of the sesquilinear form, the following
estimate holds:
∥E −Eh∥DG ≤ C ( inf
v∈V IP
h
∥E − v∥DG +Rh(E) + Eh(E −Eh))
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where, after some calculation, and defining Πh to be the L
2 projection onto V IPh ,
we have (see Lemma 4.9 of [36])
Rh(E) = sup
v∈V IP
h
∫F⟦v⟧ ⋅ {{∇×E −Πh∇×E}} dA∥v∥DG .
This can then be estimated in the usual way using error estimates for Πh.
The term Eh(E −Eh) is given by
Eh(E −Eh) = sup
v∈V IP
h
∣(E −Eh,v)Ω∣∥v∥DG
and arises from the lower order term in Maxwell’s equations (as is usual for time
harmonic wave equations). In [36] this is analyzed using an adjoint problem (see
[44] for a similar analysis in the case of edge elements). In particular, for a given
v ∈ V IPh , let vc ∈ V N2kh be a conforming edge element approximation of v such that
(see Prop. 4.6 of [36])
(3.4) ∥v − vc∥Ω ≤ Ch∥v∥DG.
Then let vc = vc0 +∇ph according to the discrete Helmholtz decomposition eq. (2.4)
(i.e. vc0 is discrete divergence free). Using the operator H from section 2 we have
(cancelling the gradient term because E −Eh is discrete divergence free)(E −Eh,v) = (E −Eh,v − vc) + (E −Eh,vc0 −Hvc0) + (E −Eh,Hvc0).
The first term on the left hand side is approximated by eq. (3.4), the second from
the eq. (2.5) and the third is estimated using duality via the solution z ∈H0(curl; Ω)
of the adjoint Maxwell problem∇×∇×z − κ2rz =Hvc0 in Ω.
The key here is that the right hand side is exactly divergence free, and so z is
smoother than E −Eh. Using the adjoint problem, and approximation properties
of the Ne´de´lec interpolant rh of z, it is then possible to show that∣(E −Eh,Hvc0)∣ ≤ Chσ∥E −Eh∥DG∥v∥DG
for some σ > 0 and the usual kickback argument completes the proof.
The direct use of the adjoint problem here limits the proof to constant r. For
the case of piecewise smooth r, a more sophisticated analysis in [15, Section 6]
proves an inf-sup condition in this case, and results in a quasi-optimal error estimate
(see in particular [15, Remark 7.11]). Our discussion was intended illustrates the
interplay of conforming and DG approximations and the use of duality.
4. HDG Methods
In the Introduction we have argued that DG methods offer several advantages
compared to conforming methods. However, the total number of global degrees
of freedom (DOF) of a DG method is much more than that of an H(curl; Ω)-
conforming edge element method on the same mesh and of the same order.
Hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods [24] were recently intro-
duced with the aim of reducing the dimension of the discrete global linear system
that needs to be solved and deliver superconvergent recovery of variables of interest.
By design, degrees of freedom associated with the volume of each element can be
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eliminated from the global discrete problem in a process akin to static condensa-
tion. The resulting global system of an HDG method only involves DOFs on the
skeleton of the mesh (i.e. all faces of the mesh) and so the global system after
condensation is much smaller.
We now follow closely [48] in order to write down a standard HDG method for
Maxwell’s equations. We first introduce a vector variable t = ∇ ×E (this is just a
scaled magnetic field variable which is a quantity of interest in most simulations).
We can then rewrite (1.1) into the following first order system: find (t,E) such
that
t −∇ ×E = 0 in Ω,(4.1a) ∇× t − κ2rE = F in Ω,(4.1b)
ν ×E = 0 on ∂Ω.(4.1c)
Given a choice of three finite dimensional polynomial spaces V (K) ⊂H1(K),
W (K) ⊂H(curl;K) and M(F ) ⊂ L2(F ), where K is an arbitrary element in the
mesh and F is an arbitrary face (or edge in 2D), we define the global spaces by
Vh ∶= {v ∈ L2(Th) ∶ v∣K ∈ V (K),K ∈ Th},
Wh ∶= {w ∈ L2(Th) ∶w∣K ∈W (K),K ∈ Th},
Mh ∶= {µ ∈ L2(Eh) ∶ µ∣F ∈M(F ), F ∈ Fh}.
Note that if W (K) = [Pk(K)]d where d = 2,3 is the spatial dimension, then Wh =
V IPh introduced earlier.
We can now derive the HDG method for (4.1) by multiplying each equation by
the complex conjugate of an appropriate discrete test function, integrating element
by element and using the integration by parts identity eq. (1.2) element by element
in the usual way. Summing the results over all elements, the HDG methods seeks
an approximation to (t,E,E∣Fh), by (th,Eh, Êh) ∈ Vh ×Wh ×Mh, such that(th,vh)Th − (Eh,∇× vh)Th − ⟨n × Êh,vh⟩∂Th = 0,(4.2a) (th,∇×wh)Th + ⟨n × t̂h,wh⟩∂Th − (κ2rEh,wh)Th = (F ,wh)Th ,(4.2b) ⟨ν × t̂h, ŵh⟩∂Th/∂Ω = 0,(4.2c) ⟨ν × Êh,n × ŵh⟩∂Ω = 0(4.2d)
for all (rh,vh, v̂h) ∈ Vh ×Wh ×Mh.
Different choices of the space V (K)×W (K)×M(F ) and numerical flux ν× t̂h
give different HDG methods.
Two HDG methods were presented in [48] to approximate Maxwell’s equations.
Both these HDG methods use
V (K) ×W (K) ×M(F ) = [Pk(K)]d × [Pk(K)]d × [Pk(F )]d−1,(4.3)
where d = 2,3 is the space dimension. The numerical flux is written including a
stabilization term as
ν × t̂h = ν × th + τ(Eh − Êh)T ,(4.4)
where τ is a positive constant.
The first HDG method of [48] extends (4.2) by enforcing the divergence-free
condition on the electric induction rE and introduces a Lagrange multiplier to
accomplish this. After hybridization (static condensation), it produces a linear
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system for the DOF of the approximate traces of both the tangential components
of the vector field Eˆh and the global Lagrange multiplier. The second HDG method
does not enforce the divergence-free condition and results in a linear system only for
the DOF of the approximate trace of the tangential components of the vector field
Eˆ. The well-posedness, conservativity and consistency of the two HDG methods,
together with a numerical demonstration, was shown in [48]. However, this paper
does not include an error analysis and the numerical experiments are only for d = 2
(two dimensional domains).
The case of HDG on a three dimensional domain was discussed in [41]. The
resulting linear system was solved using a domain decomposition technique but
without a convergence analysis.
There are some papers with a complete convergence analysis. The first was
proposed in [27]: the authors use k = 1, d = 3 and τ = 1/h in (4.3) and (4.4),
respectively. A detailed hp and a posteriori convergence analysis is found in [42, 19]
for arbitrary polynomial degree and d = 3. However, these works only obtained a
suboptimal convergence rate for t.
In a very recent paper [18], we used the concept of an M -decomposition, which
was proposed by Cockburn et al in [23] for elliptic PDEs to analyze HDG schemes
for Maxwell’s equations in two dimensions. This analysis provides conditions on
the HDG spaces need to obtain optimal convergence, and superconvergence of some
variables. The extension of this approach to 3D is challenging, and remains to be
done.
Another way to design an optimally convergent HDG method is to define a spe-
cial numerical flux and the new spaces V (K),W (K) andM(∂K), even though the
spaces do not admit M -decompositions. In [20], Chen et al proposed a new HDG
method for Maxwell’s equations by augmenting the boundary space and choosing
V (K) ×W (K) ×M(∂K) = [Pk(K)]3 × [Pk+1(K)]3 × [Pk(F )⊕∇P̃k+2(F )]2,
where P̃k+2(F ) denotes the set of homogeneous polynomials of degree k + 2 on F .
The stabilization has the form
n × t̂h = n × th + 1
h
(PMEh − Êh)T ,(4.5)
where PM is an elementwise L
2 orthogonal projection into M(F ). They obtain
an optimal convergent rate for the solution by some regularity assumptions on the
dual problem at the expense of a larger trace space.
5. The Ultra Weak Variational Formulation
Discontinuous Galerkin methods are not limited to piecewise polynomial ele-
ments. In this section we present a DG method that uses solutions of Maxwell’s
equations element by element. Methods that use solutions of the underlying equa-
tion in the approximation scheme are termed Trefftz methods [51], and the method
we shall describe falls into the general class of Trefftz DG schemes. We shall also
consider a more general version of the boundary value problem that brings us closer
to practical applications.
The particular method we will describe is the Ultra Weak Variational Formula-
tion (UWVF) of Maxwell’s equations due to Cessenat [17] and developed further in
[37]. This method applies to a more general problem that includes the previously
considered PEC boundary condition as a special case, but is restricted to equations
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in which F = 0. In addition it is necessary to assume that r is piecewise constant
on the mesh. Therefore we now assume that E satisfies∇×∇×E − κ2rE = 0 in Ω,(5.1a)
ν ×∇×E − iκλET = Q(ν ×∇×E + iκλET ) + g on Γ,(5.1b)
where λ > 0 is a real parameter, Q is another real parameter with ∣Q∣ < 1 and
g ∈ L2T (Γ) ∶= {g ∈ L2(Γ) ∣ ν ⋅ g = 0} is data. Note that Q = 1 gives the PEC
boundary condition considered before.
To derive the UWVF we apply eq. (1.2) again to the curl term in eq. (3.1)
(with F = 0) to obtain
(5.2) (E,∇×∇×ξ − κ2rξ)K + ∫
∂K
νK ×∇×E ⋅ ξT + νK ×E ⋅ ∇×ξT dA = 0.
Clearly, if ξ solves the adjoint Maxwell system
(5.3) ∇×∇×ξ − κ2rξ = 0 in K,
then we obtain the identity
∫
∂K
νK ×∇×E ⋅ ξT + νK ×E ⋅ ∇×ξT dA = 0.
Using this identity we can prove the following “isometry” result (see [17]):
∫
∂K
1
λ
(νK ×∇×E + iκλET ) ⋅ (νK ×∇×ξ + iκλξT ) dA
= ∫
∂K
1
λ
(νK ×∇×E − iκλET ) ⋅ (νK ×∇×ξ − iκλξT ) dA.(5.4)
Now consider an arbitrary element K in the mesh. The four faces are either faces
of another element in the mesh (interior faces) or boundary faces. Using the above
equality and taking into account the difference in sign of the normal vector on
adjacent elements we obtain
∫
∂K
1
λ
(νK ×∇×E + iκλET ) ⋅ (νK ×∇×ξ + iκλξT ) dA
= ∫
∂K∩∂K′ 1λ (−νK′ ×∇×E − iκλET ) ⋅ (νK ×∇×ξ − iκλξT ) dA+∫
∂K∩Γ 1λ [Q (νK ×∇×E + iκλET ) + g] ⋅ (νK ×∇×ξ − iκλξT ) dA.
Assuming that E is sufficiently regular such that ν ×∇×E+ iκλET ∈ L2T (∂K), and
defining the space
W = ΠK∈ThL2T (∂K),
we define the unknown boundary impedance flux χK = ν ×∇×E∣K + iκλ(E∣K)T so
that ξ ∶= ΠK∈ThξK ∈W satisfies
∫
∂K
1
λ
χK ⋅ (νK ×∇×ξ + iκλξT ) dA
= −∫
∂K∩∂K′ 1λχK′ ⋅ (νK ×∇×ξ − iκλξT ) dA+∫
∂K∩Γ 1λ [QχK + g] ⋅ (νK ×∇×ξ − iκλξT ) dA(5.5)
for all test functions ξ such that νK×∇×ξ+iκλξT ∈ L2T (∂K) and ξ satisfies eq. (5.3)
on K, for all K ∈ Th.
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The key idea from [17] is to use a space of plane wave solutions to the adjoint
problem to discretize (5.1). For each element K ∈ Th we take pK independent real
direction vectors dKj , ∣dKj ∣ = 1 and for each j we choose two mutually orthogo-
nal real unit polarization vectors pKj,` with p
K
j,` ⋅ dKj = 0, ` = 1,2. Then the field
pj,` exp(iκ√εrdKj ⋅x) satisfies the adjoint problem in K. Then we define the local
plane wave space on an element K by
PWKh = span{pKj,` exp(iκ√rdKj ⋅x) ∣ 1 ≤ j ≤ pK , ` = 1,2} .
Using this space, the global test and trial space is
Wh = ΠK∈Th{ν ×∇×ξh + iκλ(ξh)T ∣ ξh ∈ PWKh }.
With this in hand, we seek χh ∈Wh such that (5.5) holds for all ξh ∈ PWKh and
all elements K ∈ Th.
The choice of direction vectors dKj can be made in a variety of ways. An
example with good theoretical properties is given in [32], but we use the convenient
Hammersley points on the unit sphere.
Cessenat [17] shows that, if ∣Q∣ < 1, this discrete UWVF has a unique solution
and derives error estimates on Γ. A computational study relating the UWVF to
upwind DG methods, and deriving the Perfectly Matched Layer (a mesh truncation
technique) in this case was performed in [37].
Historically, regarding error analysis, in [14, 29], it was noted that the UWVF
for the Helmholtz equation is a special case of the IPDG method (i.e. a special
choice of parameters in IPDG) when a Trefftz plane wave basis is used and when
the coefficient functions in the Helmholtz equation are real. This leads to an error
analysis for the Helmholtz equation (see for example [34] and the survey article
[35]).
The UWVF for Maxwell’s equations is also equivalent to an IPDG scheme when
r is real (and of course, piecewise constant). This theory depends on having the
same plane wave space for trial and test space, and the equivalence of UWVF and
IPDG does not hold for absorbing media (complex parameters). The plane wave
IPDG scheme was analyzed in [32] using the interesting stability result from [33]
and convergence was verified. Hence convergence of the UWVF is also verified.
The convergence of UWVF for complex r is not proved.
Because of the isometry result (5.4), solving the discrete UWVF system can be
accomplished by simple iterative techniques [17, 37]. Although not justified theo-
retically, we typically use the BiCGstab algorithm [52]. This takes many hundreds
of iterations but is easy to parallelize.
In comparison to HDG, we can see that HDG is a single trace formulation (Eˆh)
whereas UWVF involves two traces χh on a face between an element K and its
neighbor K ′.
The main drawback of the UWVF and the Trefftz IPDG scheme is that the
discrete problem becomes rapidly ill-conditioned as p ∶= maxK∈Th pk increases. In
[37] we used several ad-hoc techniques to control conditioning by varying PK from
element to element, but this in turn limits accuracy. It is likely that a combined
Trefftz and finite element basis (Trefftz on some larger elements and finite elements
on small elements or near singularities) could be attractive [45].
Modern implementations of UWVF use general element types (besides sim-
plices, also prisms and hexahedra) to help with meshing layers such as the PML.
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Figure 1. Left: A section through the mesh used in the calcula-
tion of scattering from a sphere. The shading shows the number
pK of directions on each element. Right: The real part of Ey as
function of x−z in the plane y = 0 (only the region inside the PML
is plotted).
In principle much more complicated elements are allowed by the convergence the-
ory [32].
As an example of the use of the UWVF, we consider the problem of computing
exterior scattering from a unit ball with r = 1 and κ = 44. The parameter λ = 1
and Q is set to Q = 1 on the surface of the sphere (PEC boundary condition).
The computational domain is the annular region inside the cube [−1.8568,1.8568]3
outside of the ball. We choose Q = 0 on the outer surface of the domain (this is
a simple absorbing boundary condition that approximates scattering on an infinite
domain). In addition, a PML with parameter σ = 2 is used to cut down reflection
outside the cube [−1.5712,1.5712]3 (see [37] for how to implement a simple PML
in the UWVF). The mesh consists of 127,113 tetrahedra. The number of directions
per element is between 29 and 67 and is chosen to equilibrate the local condition
number of the inner product matrix on each element [37]. The directions them-
selves are Hammersley points. This results in 10,743,064 degrees of freedom. The
BICG solver used 154 iterations to reduce the residual by a factor of 10−5. This
calculation was performed in 432 seconds using 20 MPI parallel processes on a 20
core Linux computer using an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6138 CPU at 2.00GHz. This
time includes assembling the matrices, solving via BiCGstab and computing the
far field pattern at 720 points.
In Fig. 1, the left panel shows a slice through the mesh. The right hand panel
shows the real part of the y component of the scattered electric field Eh in the
x − z plane that was created by an incident plane wave along the x-axis. This
is a typical model problem for scattering calculations since the exact solution is
known [44]. Generally, it is more efficient to use the UWVF with elements that
have a geometric diameter that is at least one wavelength. This may then introduce
an unacceptable error due to approximating any curved boundaries of scatterers by
facets. Therefore it is essential to include curved elements in the mesh. Although
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numerical integration must be used on curved faces of elements, this is simplified
compared to polynomial based schemes because only surface integration needs to
be performed.
The example shows some of the issues for a useful code which must be able to
approximate scattering problems and also handle much more complex domains and
higher frequencies than that shown here. Of course, realistic calculations generally
demand many more tetrahedra and degrees of freedom.
6. Conclusions and the Future
From the point of view of error analysis, the conforming edge finite element
method is the best understood. Furthermore, such elements provide critical con-
forming approximation results for proofs of convergence for other methods such as
IPDG. However, the three DG schemes we have discussed are less well justified
theoretically, especially for inhomogeneous media.
All the analysis mentioned here does not explicitly track the κ dependence of
the constants appearing in the error bounds. Obtaining κ dependent bounds for
Maxwell solvers along the lines of those for the Helmholtz equation in [43] would
also be interesting from the point of view of high wave number applications.
Looking ahead, the main problem with all these methods is to obtain a fast
solver for the discrete matrix problem after discretization. Numerical results for
the UWVF (not shown) show that the number of iterations to solve the discrete
problem are not negatively affected by changes in wave number κ for fixed h and
p. This UWVF results suggests some hope that other hybridized solvers, working
only on the skeleton of the mesh, may help with the κ dependence of the iteration
number.
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